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MERK Timber and Stephan Holzbau now
named ZÜBLIN Timber
•
•

Collaboration of ZÜBLIN, MERK and Stephan in timber
construction now reflected in company name
No organisational changes planned

The long and successful cooperation in timber construction between MERK
Timber, Stephan Holzbau and ZÜBLIN is now also reflected in the official
company names of the two ZÜBLIN subsidiaries. Effective immediately, MERK
Timber GmbH of Aichach has been renamed ZÜBLIN Timber Aichach GmbH,
Stephan Holzbau GmbH of Gaildorf will be doing business as ZÜBLIN Timber

Gaildorf GmbH. The renaming formally seals the uniform identity of the three
companies as part of the ZÜBLIN Timber brand.
“Our clients have known us as ZÜBLIN Timber for years and appreciate the
timber construction expertise of MERK, STEPHAN and ZÜBLIN that is united
under this brand. It is only logical to also use the brand names in the official
business transactions,” explains managing director Christoph Zimmermann.
For the two companies’ clients and the roughly 300 employees at the four
locations in Aichach, Gaildorf, Leutkirch and Bozen, nothing will change. The
range of services, the organisational structure and the contact persons remain
the same. Gaildorf will continue to be the main production site for glued
laminated timber (glulam), while Aichach is focused on the production of
cross laminated timber (LENO). Together with ZÜBLIN’s expertise in turnkey
construction, ZÜBLIN Timber continues to offer all services from the
development, production and delivery of high-performance building systems
to the realisation of turnkey timber construction projects. Current ZÜBLIN
Timber projects include the turnkey construction of an office and laboratory
building for Jowat in Detmold, Germany, as well as the construction of
Maggie´s Cancer Centre in Oldham, England.

Stuttgart-based Ed. Züblin AG has about 14,000 employees and, with an annual
output of over € 3 billion, is one of Germany’s leading construction companies.
Since it was founded in 1898, ZÜBLIN has been successfully realising challenging
construction projects in Germany and abroad and is the number one in the
German building construction and civil engineering segment. The company’s
range of services comprises all construction-related tasks – from civil
engineering, bridge building and tunnelling to complex turnkey construction to
structural timber engineering and public-private partnerships. ZÜBLIN attaches
great importance to partnership-based cooperation, and our ZÜBLIN teamconcept
has proved its value as a successful partnering model for more than 15 years now.
Current construction projects of the company, a subsidiary of globally operating
STRABAG SE, include the new Axel Springer building in Berlin, Messehalle 12 in
Frankfurt and the Albabstieg Tunnel along the new Wendlingen–Ulm railway
line. More information is available at www.zueblin.de
ZÜBLIN Timber stands for ambitious and pioneered solutions in the field of
timber construction. We are your single-source provider for the development,
production, delivery, and execution of high-quality construction systems, from

timber construction projects to timber engineering to turnkey project execution.
ZÜBLIN Timber works hand in hand with its clients to develop efficient solutions
and a sustainable quality of life.www.zueblin-timber.com
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